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Plane turbulent buoyant jets.
Part 2. Turbulence structure
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The turbulence structure of a plane vertical buoyant jet in the transition state
from jet-like to plume-like growth is the object of this investigation. The ambient
fluid is of uniform density and motionless except for the flow induced by the jet.
A n analysis of the turbulence energy equation reveals that the production of
turbulent energy by the buoyancy forces relative to the production by the shear
stress increases as the jet Richardson number increases, and becomes constant
for a plume-like buoyant jet.
A systematic set of experiments was carried out to examine the turbulence
structure for a wide range of initial Richardson numbers, extending from a value
appropriate to a jet-like flow (very close to zero) to that appropriate for a plumelike flow (approximately 0.6). Fast-response thermistors and a laser-Doppler
velocimeter were used to measure the buoyant jet’s temperature and velocity
respectively. The temperature and velocity data were recorded magnetically in
digital form and subsequently processed to extract both mean and fluctuating
values. The turbulence intensity and the probability density distribution of the
temperature and velocity fluctuations, the maximum and minimum temperature,
the intermittency, and the frequency of crossing of the hotlcold and the cold/hot
interface of a buoyant jet were investigated. It was determined that the intensity
of temperature and velocity fluctuations increases with increasing Richardson
number. An explanation is suggested for the large-scale vortices observed in a
plume.

1. Introduction
Although man) writers, including Morton, Taylor & Turner (1956), Morton
(1959)) Brooks & Koh (1965), Abraham (1963)) Batchelor (1954) and List &
Imberger (1973, 1975), have attempted to describe the mean flow in a turbulent
buoyant jet, there have been remarkably few experimental studies of the problem. It appears that prior to the investigations that form the subject of parts 1
and 2 of this study only Rouse, Yih & Humphreys (1952))Lee & Emmons (1961)
and Ricou & Spalding (1961) had studied the influence of buoyancy on jet
behaviour experimentally. These earlier investigations, however, were only con-
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cerned with the time-averaged properties of the flow and did not include any
observationsof the turbulent fluctuations. The structure ofthe turbulence within a
jet has apparently been studied only in the absence of buoyancy forces (Heskestad
1965; Bradbury 1965; van der Hegge Zijnen 1957). Since the forces which drive
a jet and a plume are radically different (a jet is driven by the input inertia
forces and a plume by the buoyancy forces), no similarity in the turbulence
structure of jets and plumes can be assumed without a detailed theoretical and
experimental investigation.
This paper presents the results of an experimental study of the turbulence
structure in a plane turbulent buoyant jet. The results of a study of the influence
of buoyancy on the mean properties of the flow were given in part 1. Readers
wishing to familiarize themselves with the experimental methods and techniques
used in both of these investigations should refer to part 1 before proceeding with
this paper.

2. Analysis of the problem
Turbulence energy equation
The turbulence energy equation for a vertical plane buoyant jet is

- - -

where
= ut2+ vt2+w12,p‘ is the density difference p(x,y) - p(x,y, t) at any
point (x,y)in the buoyant jet at time t, p is the pressure and w is the velocity
component orthogonal to the u and v components.
Consider now the flux Richardson number R,,which is the ratio of the buoyant
production (or suppression) of turbulent energy at any point (2, y) to shear-stress
production a t the same point:

I n a rising plume the vertical acceleration of a fluid element at a point (2,y)
should depend upon the instantaneous buoyancy force there. Since the instantaneous buoyancy force at (x,y) depends upon the instantaneous density difference p’ it follows that the velocity and density fluctuations are well correlated
and thatp’u’ > 0, which implies that part of the potential energy of the buoyancy
forces is transformed into turbulent energy. The turbulent energy produced by
the shear-stress term -u’v’au/ay is clearly positive and therefore the flux
Richardson number is positive.
The turbulent energy equation can be rewritten as
dqI2
dt- -

II 86

- u v - (1 + R,) +other terms,

aY

which clearly indicates that the production of turbulent energy by buoyancy
forces is negligible in comparison with the production by shear when R, < 1, but
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is important when R, = O( 1). The mean production by shear stress is zero along
the jet axis and has a maximum in the region of maximum shear. Therefore the
flux Richardson number varies across a buoyant jet and cannot be used easily to
provide a measure of the importance of the buoyant production. However, the
dependence on y can be eliminated by integration of ( I ) across the jet as follows:

where the gross importance of the buoyant production over the shear production
is given by the integrated flux Richardson number

For an order-of-magnitude analysis it can be assumed that

-

O(U’) = O(V’)= EU, O(p’) = E A ~ ,O(C) = U ,

O(U’V‘)= O(U’)O ( d ) = e2U2, O(m
=
) O(p’)O(U’)= e2ApU, O ( / d y ) = b,
where E < 1 and U , Ap and b are respectively the characteristic velocity, density
and length scales across the buoyant jet. From this we obtain

where R ( x )is the local jet Richardson number (see part 1).
Therefore the production of turbulent energy by buoyancy forces is important
relative to shear production in a plume (since R ( x ) w 0.6, i.e. Rf= O ( l ) ) , but
negligible in a jet-like flow (say R ( x ) FZ 10-6, which implies E, = O( 1 O-6)).
It is worthwhile to note, however, that since for a plume the local Richardson
number is a consta,nt, the buoyant production relative to shear production becomes a constant and therefore a plume-like buoyan t jet may approximate selfpreservation. I n such a case it is possible to write

where the subscript m denotes values on the jet axis and f ( y / x )is some function of
y/x. I n a rising plume the velocity and density fluctuations should be very well
correlated, so that it is possible to write
where /I*is the cube root of the specific buoyancy flux and has the dimensions of
velocity. Therefore it is possible to write for a plume
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The buoyancy flux p o p is written as

so that the production of turbulent energy in a cross-section by buoyancy forces
is equal to the turbulent contribution to the buoyancy flux. The distributions of
mean velocity U(X,y) and density difference Ap = pa -p(x, y) across a buoyant
jet are approximately self-preserving, so

where T m ( x ) and &(x) are the time-averaged mean values of the density
difference and velocity along the jet axis. For a plane plume ii,
/3* (eee Batchelor 1954). Hence, combining (2), (3) and (4) it is possible to write for a plume
N

for some constants A and B. For a plane plume the non-dimensional number
g(pa -jim)x/p0/3* is a constant (Rouse et al. 1952; Kotsovinos & List 1977).
Therefore the non-dimensiona.1parameter

s(p'2)i 4 P O PQ

(5 )

should also be a constant. I n the particular case when the buoyancy arises from
heat, the non-dimensional parameter given by ( 5 ) is approximated by
7 ) 4m / P % ,
g4T
(6)
where
is the variance of the turbulent temperature fluctuations on the axis
and a(%)is the thermal expansion coefficient calculated at the local temperature
along the jet axis (Kotsovinos 1975).

3. Experimental results and discussion
Details of the experimental procedure may be found in part 1, or in Kotsovinos
(1975).

Turbulence structure of temperature Jluctuations
Turbulence intensity. The intensity of turbulent temperature fluctuations is
defined as
where T ( x ,y, t ) is the instantaneous temperature excess above the uniform ambient temperature and F(z,y) is the time-averaged mean temperature, defined as

Repeatable results were obtained for a sampling time t' w 200s.
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FIGURE
1. Profile of intensity of turbulent fluctuations of jet temperature against nondimensional distance from jet axis. Initial Richardson number R , = 0.0006. Non-dimensional distance x / D from the jet orifice: 0,
6 ; 0,
14; Q, 22;
30.2; x , 36.
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FIGURE
2. Profile of intensity of turbulent fluctuations of plume temperature against
non-dimensional distance from plume axis. Initial Richardson number R, = 0.295. Nondimensional distance x / D from the plume orifice: 0,
6 ; 0,
10; A,14; +, 18.
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FIGURE
6. Sketch of an intermittent temperature signal.

The turbulence intensity T’2(x,y ) , normalized by the local mean temperature
p m ( x )along the jet axis, is plotted versus the non-dimensional distance y/x’
from the jet axis (where is the distance from the virtual origin of the buoyant
jet) for the two representative cases of a jet-like (figure 1) and a plume-like
(figure 2) flow. It is interesting to notice that the normalized turbulence intensity
in a plume is larger than that in a jet. The turbulence intensity in a buoyant jet
increases substantially with the distance from the jet orifice (i.e. with an increase
in the local Richardson number R ( x )or in the parameter x&/rn,, where Pois the
initial specific buoyancy flux and m, the initial specific momentum flux), until a
plume-like growth is reached. I n a plume the ratio of buoyant to shear production, as given by the parameter Rf,is a constant and the normalized profile
(T’2)4/T, is approximately self-preserving, as predicted in 9 2.
The turbulence intensity
along the jet axis scaled according to ( 6 ) is
plotted in figure 3 versus the normalized distance x/D from the jet orifice for
several initial Richardson numbers R,. It can be observed that the normalized
turbulence intensity increases with increasing initial Richardson number R,
and increasing distance x / D from the exit, and that becomes a constant for a
plume-like flow. The normalized turbulence intensity along the jet axis is plotted
in figure 4 versus the non-dimensional parameter x,8%/m0(which is a measure of
the relative importance of the buoyancy forces, i.e. it combines the information
included in both R, and x/D, since x&/m, = xRt/D). Clearly the normalized
turbulence intensity increases with an increase in the parameter xpt/m, and
becomes a constant for x&mo > 10, i.e., regardless of how small the initial
Richardson number may be, a buoyant jet will behave like a plume for x/3$/m0>
X I

10.

Phase characteristics of the turbulentJluctuations.A buoyant jet is an example of
intermittent flow. Am intermittent temperature signal T ( x ,y, t ) recorded by a
fixed probe at a point (2,y) is sketched in figure 5 as a function of time t. During
the sampling time 7,there are times when the probe is surrounded by jet fluid
(which is hotter than the ambient fluid; see continuous line in figure 5) and times
when i t is surrounded by ambient fluid (dashed line in figure 5 ) . The turbulence
intensityT’2, as defined by (7), is the moment of the whole signal T ( x ,y, t ) ,where
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6. Profiles of turbulence intensities T'2/T: (circles), T?/T: (squares) and T;/TAa
(triangles) for a turbulent jet. Initial Richardson number R , = 0.004, non-dimensional
distance from jet orifice x/B = 36.
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FIGURE
7. Profiles of turbulence intensities T ' 2 / ! i ' i (circles), T z / T i (squares) and Ti2/Pm
(triangles) for a turbulent plume. Initial Richardson number R , = 0.423, non-dimensional
distance from plume orifice x / D = 30.

0 < t < 7,with respect to the mean temperature F ( x ,y) as defined by (8). However the turbulence intensity T'2 can be split into two distinct components:

The temperature level pL was approximately 0.05 "C in this study. The first and
the second terms on the right-hand side of (9) will be called
and
respectively. The componentcan be considered as the contribution to the variance
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FIGURE8. Maximum and minimum temperature for a turbulent plume as a function of
distance from plume axis. R, = 0.423. Open symbols, x , max TITrn;filled symbols, +,
min TIT,,,. A,x / D = 6 ; 0,
x / D = 14; 0,
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FIGURE
9. Distribution of maximum and minimum temperature along jet axis as a function
of initial Richardson number. Open symbols, max Trn/Trn;
filled symbols, min Trn/Trn.
0 ,R , = 0.0009; A ,R , = 0.005; V,R , = 0.06;
R , = 0.423.
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of the temperature generated by the intermittency of the flow and does not
-necessarily imply turbulence. The lateral distributions of T'2, TAz and
are
plotted in figures 6 (jet-like flow) and 7 (plume-like flow).
The two peaks in the profile of the turbulence intensity T'2 of a jet-like flow
(figure 6) are mainly generated by-,
i.e. by cold irrotational bursts pumped into
the jet by large hot vortices, represented by temporary submergence of the thermistor in ambient fluid. Therefore in free turbulent flow, where large vortices,
small-scale turbulent eddies and irrotational bursts all occur, regarding the
T'2 profile as a 'turbulence' intensity profile is evidently questionable. It can be
-observed from figures 8 and 9 that the normalized profile T:2/T&2is approxi-mately the same for both jet-like and plume-like flows, but that the TA2/Tk2
profile is larger in a plume than in a jet.
Projile of maximum and minimum temperature. The maximum temperature
max T is defined by
max T = max T(x,y , t ) ,
o<t<T

where 7 is the sampling time, while the minimum temperature min T is defined
by
min T = min T ( s ,y, t ) .
O<t<T

The maximum and minimum temperatures occurring a t a given point (x, y )
during a sampling time T, made non-dimensional using the mean centre-line
temperature Frn(x),are plotted in figure 8 for the case of a plume-like flow. The
boundaries of the jet can be defined as the distance y/x' at which the profile of the
maximum recorded temperature drops abruptly to zero.
Clearly there is a finite probability of finding jet fluid a t the jet boundaries with
temperature approximately equal to the mean temperature on the jet axis. This
suggests that for some applications the buoyant jet should be viewed from a
probabilistic rather than a deterministic point of view.
A conclusion from figure 9 is that the non-dimensional centre-line maximum
temperature max T,,/Frnand the non-dimensional centre-line minimum temperature min Trn/Fm
depend on the local Richardson number R(x).Specifically, max
Trn/Frn
increases with R(x) and tends t o an asymptotic value equal to 2.5 for
R(x)w Rp, while min Trn/Trn
decreases with increasing R(x) and becomes zero
for R(x) w R,. This is consistent with the previous result, i.e. that the turbulence
intensity increases with R(x).The interesting result min TrnlFrn
= 0 for a plume
implies that the intermittency of the temperature a t the centre of the plume is not
unity, and cold ambient fluid can reach the axis of the plume.
Intermittency factor. The intermittency factor y(x,y) is defined as

The lateral distribution of the intermittency factor is plotted in figure 10.
The intermittency factor along the axis of the plume-like flow was found to be
less than one (approximately 0*98-0.99), which is consistent with the minimum
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FIGURE
10. Temperature intermittency for a turbulent plume against non-dimensional
distance from plume axis. Initial Richardson number R , = 0.423. Non-dimensional
distance x / D from plume orifice: 0,
6 ; A,14; 0,
22; 0 , 30; V , 36.

recorded temperatures (figure 9) and with the flow visualization (figure 18, plate
I ) , which indicates the existence of large vortices extending across the whole
width of the plume. It should be noted that the intermittency factor depends on
the size of the probe, which limits the size of the smallest detectable ‘cold’ eddy
(see
also Shaughnessy 1975, p. 102), and on the threshold level TL(in this study
T , M 0.05 “C and TL/Tm< 0.02).
Frequency of crossing of hotlcold interface. The intermittent signal sketched in
figure 5 contains two basic components, one above the temperature of the
ambient fluid (associated with the passage of hot large-scale vortices, usually
called ‘bursts’)and another a t the ambient temperature. The frequency fa of the
bursts can be estimated by measuring the frequency of crossing of the hotlcold
interface. Therefore one way to find fR is to construct a function M ( x ,y , t i ) such
that
0 if [I(%,
$4, t i ) +I(%,y, tiil)] = 0 or 2,
M ( z ,y,ti) =
1 if [f@, y , ti) +
y,ti,l)I = 1,

{

w,

where ti, i = 1, 2, ..., N , is the time (in seconds) of the ith sample, conditionally
recorded during the sampling time t,.
Then the frequency of bursts is given by
N

and is plotted in figure 11. From the intermittency factor y and the frequency of
bursts fB a t a point (x,y) the average duration (in seconds) of a ‘hot’ burst (time
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FIGURE11. Profile of frequency of hotlcold, cold/hot interface crossing for a turbulent
plume. Initial Richardson number R, = 0.23. Non-dimensionaldistance x/D from plume
orifice: 0,
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30; V,36.
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between two successive cold/hot, hot/cold interface crossings) can be found to be
y ( x ,y)/fR (x,y), and is plotted in figure 12.
It should be noted that the nature of these measurements relies essentially on
the form of the test function I(x,y, t ) , which depends on the threshold level
FL.I n this investigation FL E 0.05 "C. The absolute value offR depends on the
value of the threshold level FL chosen, but a systematic investigation of this
dependence was not made. The important point is that keeping T Lconstant for a
particular experiment resulted in the same structure being revealed.
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FIGURE
13. Probability density of the temperature of a turbulent plume. Initial Richardson number R , = 0.17. Non-dimensional distance y/x' from d u m e axis: (a) 0.005;
( b ) 0.055; (c) 0.098; ( d ) 0.148.

FIQURE
14. Skewness factor of temperature fluctuations of a buoyant jet as a function of
distance from the jet axis. Initial Richardson number R , = 0.03. Non-dimensional distance
14; @, 22; x , 30; 0,
36.
from jet orifice: 0,
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FIGURE
16. Probability density of the velocity of a turbulent jet ( R , = 0). Non-dimensional
distance y/x' from jet axis: (a)0.021; (b) 0.046; ( c ) 0.088; ( d ) 0.154.

The probability density distribution of temperature JEuctuations. The probability
density distribution of the conditionally sampled instantaneous temperature is
plotted in figures 13 (a)-(d)for four typical positions across a plume-like flow. The
area under the peak in the distribution that occurs near zero temperature increment is approximately equal to the fraction of the time that the recorded tem-
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FIGURE
17. Root-mean-square level of turbulent velocity fluctuations in a plume (circles)
and a jet (squares).

perature is equal to the ambient temperature. Since the whole area under the
probability density distribution is unity, the area under this peak is approximately 1 - y ( z ,y).
Finally, it can be seen that if the peak in the distribution, which is generated by
large eddies, is removed, then the remaining distribution looks quite symmetric,
which implies that the smaller scales of turbulence may be isotropic.
Skewness and Jlatness factor of temperature Jluctuations. The skewness factor,
-is plotted in figure 14 and the flatness factor, defined as
defined as T'3/Tf2)%,
TI4/(Tf2)2,
is plotted in figure 15. For a Gaussian curve the skewness factor is zero
and the flatness fa,ctor 3.0,values which are approximately attained along the jet
axis.

Turbulence structure of the axial velocity Jluctuations
The signal from the laser-Doppler velocimeter was processed using a spectrum
analyser (see Kotsovinos 1975). Therefore an analog signal in real time proportional to the instantaneous velocity was not available. However, the probability
density distribution and the turbulence intensity could be obtained, but the
intermittency or the frequency of the turbulentlnon-turbulent velocity interface
could not be easily obtained.
The probability density distribution of velocity is plotted in figure 16 for a
jet-like flow. The occurrence of negative velocities (i.e. velocities with direction
opposite to the jet flow)was observedon the oscilloscopeofthe spectrum analyser ;
an estimate of their magnitude and probability can be obtained from the figures.
One possible mechanism for the generation of such negative velocities is the
production of large vortices which could contain negative velocities larger than
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FIGURE
21. Hypothetical instantaneous picture of a plume.

their advection velocity. Another possible mechanism, valid only for plane jetlike flow, is the reversed flow component of the induced flow, as will be seen in the
flow-visualization experiments to be discussed below (figure 20, plate 3).
The profile of turbulence i n t e n s i t y 2 is plotted in figure 17 for a jet-like and a
plume-like flow and i t can be seen that this confirms the results obtained from
temperature measurements.

4. Flow visualization
Figures 18 and 19 are short time (0.01 s) and medium time (2 s) exposure photographs of a turbulent plane plume, whereas figure 20 (plate 3) is a medium time
exposure (2 s) photograph of a turbulent plane jet (without buoyancy). The
difference in the induced flow field can readily be appreciated by comparing the
dye lines in figures 19 and 20. It is interesting to observe the large-scale vortices in
the plume in figure 18. A detailed stability analysis will not be presented here,
but a basic mechanism which could produce these large-scale vortices is as follows. Assume that a t some time to a plume achieves the configuration of figure 21
and consider the volume V', which is included between the cross-sections A A
and BB. Now the temperature on the plume axis decreases and the density
increases as the distance z from the plume orifice increases. Hence the centre of
mass of the volume V,, will be above the centre of the pressure forces. TWO
external forces are acting on the mass mARof the volume:,;J
(i) the gravitational
force, with absolute value
= mABg,

which acts a t the centre of mass, and (ii) the Archimedean force, with absolute
value

R

=L

P a %

which acts a t the centre of pressure forces. If the flow depicted in figure 21 is
slightly perturbed then the situation depicted in figure 22 is obtained, from which
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FIGURE22. Schematic diagram explaining the production of large vortices in a plume.

we can observe that the moment between the forces R and C: tends to overturn
the volume VAB.Such a mechanism could lead to the large-scale vortices which
are observed in a plume.
These large vortices extend across the whole width of the plume (therefore
their characteristic length scale increases like x), are fairly closely two-dimensional and appear to be different in structure from the large vortices in a jet,
which are smaller and do not reach (at least visually) the central jet region. The
important role of vortex formation as the basic mechanism for the entrainment
in free shear flows has been recognized only recently (see Papailiou & Lykoudis
1974; Laufer 1975). Large-scale ‘hot’ vortices engulf ambient ‘ cold ’ irrotational
fluid, increase in size and then suddenly break down into small-scale hot and cold
masses, which are subsequently mixed by turbulent and molecular diffusion.
It is known that the entrainment coefficient in a plume is twice the entrainment coefficient in a jet (part 1). Since the scale of the large vortices is much
smaller in a jet than in a plume, it can be argued that the plume achieves larger
entrainment by increasing the size of the large-scale vortices.
The subject of this paper is taken in part from the author’s Ph.D. thesis, submitted to the California Institute of Technology. The author is grateful to
Professor E. J. List for many constructive and enlightening discussions. The
financial support of the National Science Foundation (Grant ENG75-02985) is
also gratefully acknowledged.
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Plate 1

FIGURE
18. Short time exposure (0.01 s) photograph of a turbulent two-dimensiona,lplume
(R,w 0.5).
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Plute 2

FIGURE
19. Medium time exposure ( 2 s) photograph of a turbulent two-dimensional plurne

(R,w
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0.5).
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Plate :3

FIGURE
20. Medium time exposure ( 2 s) photograph of a turbulent two-dimensional jet
(Re x 2500, R , = 0).

